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ASI MINING MOVES TO FULL COMERCIALIZATION OF ITS OEM AGNOSTIC AUTONOMOUS HAULAGE 
SYSTEM, MOBIUS 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – February 13, 2023 

Mendon Utah – In conjunction with the recent announcement from Roy Hill about its planned expansion of 
autonomous haul trucks from the current 10 to 96 using ASI Mining’s Mobius based autonomous haulage 
system (AHS) combined with Epiroc support, ASI Mining is announcing full commercialization of its AHS 
program. 

The Product Verification Phase at Roy Hill included the operation of a mixed fleet of CAT 793F and Hitachi 
EH-5000 haul trucks operating under ASI Mining’s Mobius traffic management system (TMS).  Full 
integration with Wenco, the fleet management system (FMS) used by Roy Hill, is also underway as part of ASI 
Mining’s interoperability with fleet management systems.  

The phase included KPI performance verification of efficiency, productivity, and AHS availability using a fleet 
of ten (10) haul trucks operating in both ore and waste hauls at multiple locations within the Roy Hill iron ore 
mine. 

With the validation phase complete, Roy Hill will move into the expansion phase to convert and operate the 
different truck models under Mobius representing a total fleet size of 96 haul trucks, making it the largest 
AHS site in the world. 

Successful completion of this verification phase has enabled ASI Mining to fully validate the overall 
performance capability and operational safety of its system and establish the full level of related field 
services for deployment and support of its AHS product. Support of ASI Mining’s AHS globally will be through 
Epiroc’s distribution network, such as the one based in Perth Australia, supporting the Roy Hill deployment.  

While Mobius supports AHS operations, it is an autonomous mining platform which supports other 
applications such as Mobius for Blasting, Mobius for Drills, Mobius for Dozers, etc.  The Roy Hill AHS Project 
will focus on safe and highly productive operations and will leverage ASI’s Mobius™ to achieve an integration 
platform which can continue to scale for future applications.  The commercialization of AHS will now also 
enable bringing these other autonomous applications to market.  

For further information about ASI Mining’s AHS or Mobius capabilities,  please refer to the ASI Mining’s 
website at www.asirobots.com/mining. 
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About ASI Mining / ASI: 

ASI Mining is partially owned by Epiroc, which acquired 34% of the company in 2018. ASI Mining is 
recognized for its products and solutions in robotics and autonomous vehicle technology including 
autonomous haulage, semi-autonomous blasting, drilling, dozing, loading and other applications. In addition 
to providing solutions for some of the world’s largest mining corporations, ASI Mining is also an automation 
partner for several global mining vehicle manufacturers. ASI Mining’s majority parent (66% shareholder), 
Autonomous Solutions, Inc. (ASI) is a world leader in industrial vehicle automation. ASI serves clients across 
the world in the mining, agriculture, automotive, government, and manufacturing industries with remote 
control, teleoperation, and fully automated solutions from its headquarters and 100-acre proving ground in 
northern Utah. Learn more at www.asirobots.com/mining. 
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